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Changing Mycoplasma capricolum 

cells to M. genitalium JCVI syn1.0 

genome (2010).

-One species changed to another   

with the use of a synthetic genome –

”Synthetic cell” (>40 M$)

One single nucleotide deletion (dnaA-

DNA replication) caused a severe 

delay for the project
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http://syntheticyeast.org/sc2-0/



Design and synthesis of a minimal bacterial genome
Clyde A. Hutchison III, Ray-Yuan Chuang, Vladimir N. Noskov, Nacyra Assad-Garcia,Thomas J. 

Deerinck,Mark H. Ellisman,John Gill, Krishna Kannan, Bogumil J. Karas, Li Ma, James F. Pelletier, 

Zhi-Qing Qi, R. Alexander Richter, Elizabeth A. Strychalski, Lijie Sun, Yo Suzuki, Billyana

Tsvetanova, Kim S. Wise, Hamilton O. Smith, John I. Glass, Chuck Merryman, Daniel G. Gibson, J. 

Craig Venter

Science 25 Mar 2016: Vol. 351, Issue 6280, aad6253, DOI: 10.1126/science.aad6253

Abstract

We used whole-genome design and complete 

chemical synthesis to minimize the 1079–kilobase pair 

synthetic genome of Mycoplasma mycoides JCVI-

syn1.0. An initial design, based on collective 

knowledge of molecular biology combined with limited 

transposon mutagenesis data, failed to produce a 

viable cell. Improved transposon mutagenesis 

methods revealed a class of quasi-essential genes 

that are needed for robust growth, explaining the 

failure of our initial design. Three cycles of design, 

synthesis, and testing, with retention of quasi-essential 

genes, produced JCVI-syn3.0 (531 kilobase pairs, 473

genes), which has a genome smaller than that of any 

autonomously replicating cell found in nature. JCVI-

syn3.0 retains almost all genes involved in the 

synthesis and processing of macromolecules. 

Unexpectedly, it also contains 149 genes with 

unknown biological functions. JCVI-syn3.0 is a 

versatile platform for investigating the core functions of 

life and for exploring whole-genome design.

Overlapping oligonucleotides 

(oligos) were designed, 

chemically synthesized, and 

assembled into 1.4-kbp 

fragments (red). After error 

correction and PCR 

amplification, five fragments 

were assembled into 7-kbp 

cassettes (blue). Cassettes 

were sequence-verified and 

then assembled in yeast to 

generate one-eighth 

molecules (green). The eight 

molecules were amplified by 

RCA and then assembled in 

yeast to generate the 

complete genome (orange).



Fig. 7 Comparison of syn1.0 and syn3.0 growth features.

(A) Cells derived from 0.2 μm–filtered liquid cultures were diluted and plated 

on agar medium to compare colony size and morphology after 96 hours (scale 

bars, 1.0 mm). (B) Growth rates in liquid static culture were determined using 

a fluorescent measure (relative fluorescent units, RFU) of double-stranded 

DNA accumulation over time (minutes) to calculate doubling times (td). 

Coefficients of determination (R2) are shown. (C) Native cell morphology in 

liquid culture was imaged in wet mount preparations by means of differential 

interference contrast microscopy (scale bars, 10 μm). Arrowheads indicate 

assorted forms of segmented filaments (white) or large vesicles (black). (D) 

Scanning electron microscopy of syn1.0 and syn3.0 (scale bars, 1 μm). The 

picture on the right shows a variety of the structures observed in syn3.0 

cultures.
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Designing life
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Synthetic human genome

• The goal is to launch GP-write project with $100 

million  in committed support –

$1 billion estimate for total cost in 10 years

• Main focus in expanding DNA synthesis

technologies
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GP-Write project

Aims

• Writing and building variations on large Giga-base (Gb) animal and plant 

genomes, including the human genome

• Understand the functional properties and phenotypic consequences of the 

genome sequences 

• Transform the quality of DNA tools, assembly methods, automated 

infrastructure, artificial intelligence, standards and data management 

systems

• Massively reduce the cost of writing and editing new genomes and creating 

DNA at scale

• Disseminate broadly information and knowledge generated through publicly 

available databases on the Internet to promote rapid application of research 

results

• Drive development and commercialization of new related technologies

• Address the ethical, legal and social issues that arise from the project.

• Note: The target is viable mammalian (human) cells, not a “human”
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Synthetic human genome
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Synthetic human/animal genome - Critique

• Not feasible and not the most urgent thing to achieve

• The estimated initial cost of making the 3000 Mbp DNA human 

genome has dropped from $12 billion to $90 million. 

• Who funds the project? NIH initially not positive. 

• Religious criticism for scientists playing God

• Who owns the synthetic genome and who could profit from it?

• Who’s genome to be synthesized (functionality)?



Gene-editing record smashed in pigs
Researchers modify more than 60 genes in effort to enable 

organ transplants into humans.
Sara Reardon

06 October 2015 NATURE | NEWS

Geneticist George Church has co-founded a company that is 

developing genetically modified pigs to grow organs for human 

transplant

What about other animals?

Mammuth revival? 
Is it OK to “rebuild” living organisms 

(vs. storing in data banks). Species have been stored as bits in 

genomic databanks. 

From a synthetic bacterium 

to synthetic mammals…. 

http://www.nature.com/news/gene-editing-record-smashed-in-pigs-1.18525#auth-1


CRISPR

A very powerful technology



The CRISPR-Cas components consist of a Cas9 endonuclease and a designed genome 

targeting CRISPR guide RNA (gRNA), thereby resulting in a simple and versatile RNA-

directed system to generate dsDNA breaks for genome targeting and editing.

CRISPR/Cas9

Donor DNA

• Gene knockouts

• Gene insertions

• Genome editing

Genome editing – CRISPR/Cas9 
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NEB on-line

CRISPR/Cas9 genome engineering
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Alternative gene editing enzymes

Cas9

• Cas9 makes "blunt" cuts

• ~100 nucleotide gRNA

• Cut upstream of PAM

Cpf1

• Only a 42-nt short CRISPR RNA (crRNA)

• Cpf1 cleaves in a staggered fashion (directional gene 

transfer)

• Cut downstream of PAM

• Low off-target editing rates

C2c2

• RNA-guided RNA cleavage

• Single guide RNA 

Natronobacterium gregoryi Argonaute (NgAgo):

• Single strand DNA-guided endonuclease

• Creates site-specific DNA double-strand breaks

• Does not require a protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM)

• Findings disputed and paper retracted Ann Ran, Analytical Biochemistry, 2016
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• In the future: Any cultivable and transformable microbe will become 

engineerable? (genome sequence and growth conditions known)

• GMO legistlation on transiently transformed strains where no foreign DNA is 

left behind (self cloning)?

• EU took a stand in 2018. CRISPR considered as GMO. Complaints being 

made.

• Some countries such as Netherlands and Sweden have made the decision 

that regardles of the method, organisms where no foreign DNA is left behind 

are not considered GMO. This decision is conditional to the EU level decision 

CRISPR regulation
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• Robust wild type strains with genetic modifications escape to nature

(intentionally or unintentionally) (in contrast to laboratory strains that typically

contain a large number of compromising mutations)  

• Infection of humans or e.g. cattle or crops

• Effects on biological diversity

• Legistlation has challenges to keep in the pace with technology developments

CRISPR concerns
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Curing of cystic fibrosis in a human stem cell model system

Curing of cataract by injecting Cas9 mRNA and single-guide RNAs into zygotes
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Rejected from Nature and Science
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• The researchers found no evidence of off-target genetic changes, and generated only a single 

mosaic in an experiment involving 58 embryos.

• The United States does not allow federal money to be used for research involving human embryos, 

but the work is not illegal if it is funded by private donors.
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CRISPR in medicine

Safety and ethical concerns

Off-target effects

• Unintentional development of cancer or other diseases

Desperate people are ready for desperate actions

• Commercial interest

Designer babies

• Curing inhereted diseases (can already now be screened for)

• Engineering for ”improved” properties (few simple traits exist)

• Difficulty to predict environmental factors/effects

• Sooner or later someone will edit germline ...
• Jiankui He claimed that he had created the first genetically edited humans, female babies 

known as Lulu and Nana, presented at Second International Summit on Human Genome 

Editing in November 2018. Jianku claimed to have implanted embryos that were successfully 

modified with a mutation in the CCR5 with the intent of preventing HIV transmission. 

Jiankui's position at Southern University of Science and Technology has been terminated and 

he has been under a state of house arrest for his work and may even face a death penalty.

• Balance of risks and benefits? 

• Speed of development a big challenge.



Gene drives !  
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Gene drives  

Kevin M Esvelt et al. eLife Sciences 2014;3:e03401

• Spreading of a genotype to 

every off-spring

• CRISPR/Cas9 mediated 

process

• Works for sexually 

reproducing organisms

• Requires fast reproduction 

for efficient spreading
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Gene drives 

Kevin M Esvelt et al. eLife Sciences 2014;3:e03401



Preventing malaria spread by mosquito 
populations using gene drives 

A CRISPR–Cas9 gene drive targeting doublesex causes complete 

population suppression in caged Anopheles gambiae mosquitoes
Kyros Kyrou et al. Nature Biotechnology volume 36, pages 1062–1066 (2018)

• Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Target Malaria project

Abstract

In the human malaria vector Anopheles gambiae, the gene doublesex (Agdsx) encodes two alternatively 

spliced transcripts, dsx-female (AgdsxF) and dsx-male (AgdsxM), that control differentiation of the two 

sexes. The female transcript, unlike the male, contains an exon (exon 5) whose sequence is highly 

conserved in all Anopheles mosquitoes so far analyzed. We found that CRISPR–Cas9-targeted 

disruption of the intron 4–exon 5 boundary aimed at blocking the formation of functional AgdsxF did not 

affect male development or fertility, whereas females homozygous for the disrupted allele showed an 

intersex phenotype and complete sterility. A CRISPR–Cas9 gene drive construct targeting this same 

sequence spread rapidly in caged mosquitoes, reaching 100% prevalence within 7–11 generations 

while progressively reducing egg production to the point of total population collapse. Owing to 

functional constraint of the target sequence, no selection of alleles resistant to the gene drive occurred in 

these laboratory experiments. Cas9-resistant variants arose in each generation at the target site but did 

not block the spread of the drive.



Next:

• Burkina Faso, Uganda, Mali   

• Local mosquito strains

• Engineered strains to be tested in 

(closed) real nature field conditions 

2024

Two cages were set up with a starting population of 300 wild-type 

females, 150 wild-type males and 150 dsxFCRISPRh/+ males, 

seeding each cage with a dsxFCRISPRh allele frequency of 12.5%. 

(a) The frequency of dsxFCRISPRh mosquitoes was scored for 

each generation. The drive allele reached 100% prevalence in 

both cage 2 (blue) and cage 1 (red) at generation 7 and 11, 

respectively, in agreement with a deterministic model (black line) 

that takes into account the parameter values retrieved from the 

fecundity assays. Twenty stochastic simulations were run (gray

lines) assuming a maximum population size of 650 individuals. 

(b) Total egg output deriving from each generation of the cage 

was measured and normalized relative to the output from the 

starting generation. Suppression of the reproductive output of 

each cage led the population to collapse completely (black 

arrows) by generation 8 (cage 2) or generation 12 (cage 1). 
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• The fear of dual use (malicious) or unintended mistakes

David Gurwitz, Tel Aviv University, Israel (Science, commentary letter)

• Carrying bacterial toxins to humans

• Attacks on crop plants

His proposal: Keep the recipies for gene drive engineering secret

(in analogy to the nuclear bomb 70 year secrecy period)

Ken Oye/Kevin Esvelt reply:

• Technology at the moment still difficult to master in new organisms

• Secrecy would also compromise development of ”positive” applications and

counter measures

• Secrecy fuels suspicion and affects ”learned” discussion on the topic

• Balance of potential misuse and benefits

Gene drives: Safety and ethical concerns
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Akbari et al, Science

Gene drives
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Do It Yourself scientist related issues 
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Do It Yourself scientist related issues 

The European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) notification

• EU member states to review their procedures for authorizing do-it-yourself 

gene-engineering kits produced in the United States. 

• The kits contain bacterium Escherichia coli and tools for CRISPR precision-

editing technologies. 

• German authorities observed that some kits were contaminated with 

pathogenic bacteria, including some multidrug-resistant strains. 

• Germany has since banned their import. 

• The ECDC’s assessment report concluded that the risk of infection to users 

is low.

Nature 545, 5–11 May 2017
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• DIYbio.org (https://diybio.org/) founded 2008

• Mission of establishing a vibrant, productive and safe 

community of DIY biologists. 

• Mission the belief that biotechnology and greater public 

understanding about it has the potential to benefit 

everyone.

• Question about safety? Ask a professional biosafety expert 

your question now: http://ask.diybio.org

Do It Yourself scientist related issues 



• Jennifer Doudna (Univ. California, Berkeley), inventor of 

CRISPR and founder of several startup companies, had a 

dream in 2016 that Adolf Hitler wanted her CRISPR recipe

Jennifer Doudna’s dream

• In her book A Crack in Creation she wrote that she feared gene editing could come 

to the world’s attention, as atomic power did, in a mushroom cloud. “Could I and 

other concerned scientists save CRISPR from itself … before a cataclysm occurred 

• In 2016, the US intelligence agencies designated gene editing as a potential 

weapon of mass destruction. The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 

(DARPA) put out a call (Programme “Safe Genes”, $65 million) for new ways to 

control or reverse the effects of gene-editing technology. 

• More than 40 anti-CRISPR proteins present on phages have already been found, 

many by Doudna’s lab. Other teams are having success locating conventional 

chemicals that can inhibit CRISPR. Amit Choudhary of Harvard Medical School 

(Boston) with funding from DARPA, has found two drugs that prevent gene-editing 

when mixed with human cells.

Anti-CRISPR: discovery, mechanism and function
April Pawluk, Alan R. Davidson, & Karen L. Maxwell

Nature Reviews Microbiology volume 16, pages 12–17 (2018)

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjLid7E8pbiAhUotYsKHfzyCB8QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http://www.whatisbiotechnology.org/index.php/people/summary/Doudna&psig=AOvVaw1g2XW_XZzjlzHuR49xem7L&ust=1557781520601054
https://www.nature.com/articles/nrmicro.2017.120#auth-1
https://www.nature.com/articles/nrmicro.2017.120#auth-2
https://www.nature.com/articles/nrmicro.2017.120#auth-3


Biocontainment

Biological means to prevent synbio

organisms to interact with natural 

environment

- killer switches

- synthetic reactions

- hybrid/synthetic life 

(science fiction note: fight of synthetic molecules vs. as now occurs in nature)

NOTE: Industrial biotechnology is carried out in 

contained bioreactors. Safety as with any GMO (?).
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Biocontainment

An effective biocontainment strategy should protect against

• Mutagenic drift

• Evolution is a never-ending process

• The system must be resistant to mutations

• Environmental supplementation

• Growth of the organisms requires a substance that does not 

exist in nature

• Horizontal gene transfer

• Sterility causing genetic combinations

• Non-complementary genetic codes (XNA)
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• A large number of essential protein encoding genes made to incorporate 

unnatural amino acids into proteins

• Only cells that get the unnatural amino acids from the growth medium can survive

• Reversion mutants extremely unlikely

• Escape frequences 10-9 – 10-11
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Nature. 2014 May 15

• Hydrophobic nucleobases d5SICS and dNaM

• Pairing mediated by hydrophobic interactions

• Only one of each molecule was incorporated into 

an extrachromosomal DNA

• The novel nucleotides were not recognized as 

lesions by the cellular DNA repair pathway 

• The unnatural-base-pair-containing DNA is 

replicated, without E. coli cell growth being 

significantly affected

• The novel nucleotides added to cells (Safety)

Containment through non-

complementary code
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▪ Bacterial cells able to both replicate and read 

unnatural DNA into a functional protein
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• In vivo transcription of DNA containing dNaM and dTPT3 

into mRNAs

• Two different unnatural codons and tRNAs with cognate 

unnatural anticodons

• Efficient decoding at the ribosome for site-specific 

incorporation of natural or non-canonical amino acids into 

green fluorescent protein. 

• Interactions other than hydrogen bonding can contribute 

to every step of information storage and retrieval.
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Hybrid life?
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• Science-fiction authors have already imagined alien 

worlds with silicon-based life (e.g. Horta creatures in 

Star Trek)

Hybrid life?



General



General rules for increased likelihood for intended harmful use

Ease of use 

✓ If a technology is easier to use, and it is common, it is more likely to be used.

Barriers to use

✓ Challenges even in one of the aspects of the design-build-test-learn cycle technologies 

can significantly hamper the likelihood of success of establishing complex systems.

✓ At the same time, novel innovations can rapidly remove barriers.

Synergy with other technologies:

✓ DBTL cycle-technologies support each other

✓ Even small advances in part of the technologies

can have a cumulative positive effect

Cost

✓ High cost has a restrictive effect on the most

non-professonial actors, but not necessary on 

professonial ones







Concluding remarks

• Synthetic biology aims to make biology easier to engineer

• A central goal is rational design, so that biological traits, functions, and 

products can be generated in a predictable way (writing the code of the 

biological system). 

• Synthetic biology will have a huge impact on biotechnology, medicine and 

manufacturing.

• Like any technology, synthetic biology may be misused

• The intentional or accidental mismanagement of synthetic biology 

technologies could result in loss of life as well as ecological and 

agricultural damage. 

• Effective governance of the technology is a global challenge
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Synhetic

biology

Replacemnet of oil in 

industrial production
- Chemiicals, fuels, materials 

with cell factories

Healthy and 

sufficient nutrition
- Better food crops by 

plant biotechnology

Biological precision 

medicines and human 

spare parts
- Efficient drug production 

- Tailored stem cells and 

organoids

Minimalistic cells
- Genes essential for life

- Synthia

New genetic codes
- DNA with four bases 

correspomding to 

an amino acid instead of 

three bases

- Synthetic amino acids

”Hybrid organisms”
- Traits from other species

Synthetic biology increases our understanding of the 

limits of life and enables applications that are 

important for the humankind



We will start soon at Design Factory 

in Otaniemi!

Opening event 27.9.2019

Follow: 

Facebook: Bio-community

Synbio Powerhouse on Twitter, FB, LinkedIn, www



Have a nice summer !


